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CONSTITUTION OF THE
SENATE

DEBATE RESUME!
The Order of the Day being called

:

Resuming the adjourned Debate on the motion of the Hon.
Mr. David:—That an humble address Ik- presented to His Ex-
cellency the Govemor-fJeneral; praying that His Excellency will
cause to be laid before the Senate, copies of all petitions, resolu-
tions or documents concerning the abolition or reorganization of
the Senate.-(The Rt. Hon. Sir Richard Cartwright.)

HON. SIR RICHARD CARTWRIGHT-As I
had ocra.sion to observe when moving the ad-
joumment of this debate, I believe that this

House and the country are under a considerable obli-
gation to my hon. friend who introduced this motion,
and that for more reasons than one. There can be no
doubt, I think, that hon. gentlemen on both sides of
the House are tolerably well aware that there has re-
ceritly arisen a certain agitation directed against this
body, and I consider, therefore, that it is highly desir-
able that we should take an early opportunity, while
public opmion on the subject is as yet in a fluid state,
and before the matter has crystallized itself in any
way,—still more before it has become in any sort or
shape a football of the various parties—that we should
take the opportunity to put ourselves on record, and,
so far as we can, to explain to the public at large the
reason of our existence.
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CHARGES OF VAGUK CHARACTER
So fnr as I have h^-on ablp to ascertain, up to the

present moment, the rhar^es against the Senate are
.ather of a vag.ie rharmier. They may be summed
up m the statement that the Senate i.s a costly and an
unnecessary body, and that we could very well afford
to dispense with it altogether. I may say that it is
possible ,f we come to a rigorous examination of the
whole system of our constitutional machinery, that
whatever foundation there may be for these charges
against the Senate, it might turn out that there are
other portions of the constitutional machine which are
quite as much in need of oiling and repairing as this
venerable body. I ought, perhaps, to apologize for
takmg on myself to discuss at length, as I propose to
do, the constitution of the Senate, inasmuch as I am
among the younger members of this chamber. But
hon. gentlemen, although it is true that I have been
but recently appointed a senator, it is none the less
true that I have had a long aiul pretty extensive ac-
quaintance with the Senate. If my hon Irish friends
will pardon the bull. I might almo.st sav that I knew
the Senate before it was born, inasmuch as 1, in a
subordinate capacity, did contribute, to : ome Jxtent
t- the creation of the present Senate. More than that,'
whatever may be said as to the utiliiv of the Senate Iam prepared to testify that whether it has great power
for good or not. it has. under certain conditions, a
very great capacity for mischief, and as a member of
two Liberal administrations who have had the oppor-
tunity of being confronted with a hostile Senate, I can
say that whatever else the Senate can do. it can make
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Itself extremely IncoiivtMiient to a I,il«.ral or, permlven-
ture.to u Conser\ativef?overnriu-nt possessing? -i ilecidecj
majority iit the other Chamber. N„w. hon. gentlemen,
this IS, I adtuit, in some sort ati aca.jemicai discussion:
It IS none the less important on that account. At the
same time, I desire to make it very clear to my hon
friends on both sides that, on this occasion more par-
ticularly, in what I am about to say 1 speak for myself
alone. I do not, in the slightest degree, and I desire
to have it plainly understood, speak for any of my
colleagues; and that I am not now speaking in any
shape or way for anybody but myself. More than
that, I reserve the fullest right to change, alter, vary
or modify, if occasion and sufficient cause be shown
to me, the .sentiments and opinions that 1 am about
to express.

FRANK DISCUSSION NECESSARY

I do not think I shall materially alter them, but it

is well that we should enter upon this discussion with
the determination to conduct it in the frankest fashion,
with a thorough understanding that we are sincerely de-
sirous to contribute such suggestions as occur to us as
important for the improvement of the Senate or, gener-
ally speaking, for the improvement of the constitu-
tional government of this country. Moreover, one
thing is certain, whatever may be the ultimate fate of
the Senate there is no great hurry about the matter.
It is evident that before the constitution of this body
is materially changed, many pt^rties will have to be
consulted, and it will take a considerable time to arrive
at their opinions. It would be well for those who
desire to proceed hastily in this matter to remember

[3j
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hat Canada us m possession of a written constitution
imHer the Bnt.sh North America Act, and whatevermay he sani for good or for evil as to the question of
wntteti constitutions, one thing is certain, and the ex-
perience o the United Sta-s will amply bear out what
1 say, that when you hav a written constitution youmay depend upon it that any constitutional change
u.ll take a great deal of time to accomplish Now
It .s not my intention to dwell at any length on thJ
question whether it is or is not necessary in Canada
to have a second Chamber, and for these two reasons:
first of all that ours is a federal compact, and that
there ,s very grave doubt indeed whether the smaller
provinces would be disposed to abandon any advan-X S^nai^^'

'"""'^ ""'" *'" ''''-'''' ^'^"^*^*"*-"

Hon. Mr. MILLER- Hear, hear.

CONSENT OF THE PROVLNCES REQUIRED
Hon Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT-On theother hand, there is no doubt whatever that it wouldbe our plain duty to obtain their consent to any alter-

ation hat was made, and I, for my part, am quitesure that the imperial authorities b'efo're wl om'^ Imater must come in the last resort, would require
that the consent of the various provinces should beclearly and fully certified to them before they wouW
proceed to act. The other, and perhaps more im
portant reason, is this: while there has always beena doubt m the minds of political thinkers as to whetherone Chamber or two is the better mode of cariyingon the government in a country like ours, I think of
late, as, if I am not mistaken, my hon. friend inti-

[4]



mated, the preponderance of sound opinion is settline

view of cerlam issues, certain questions that are like v

i""ir"e "
""„""' f

"' »» ^^-^ -'° '- «-^
wo^dH 1

/'''"'•'""y ""<'«'• » federal constitution, it

sTnl X '^'""'] '» '"-^t l-g-lation exclusively t^ asmgle Chamber. I myself believe there is a greatdeal to be sa„l for that view of the case. I an Jihlopm,„n that a single Chamber under our form ofrcpresentafvc govemraent. is far mor.- likely to berush^ far more likely to pass hasty an.l ill-consider«I
eg^sla„on than two Chambe,. would, mo,, partici
arb- because wc arc constantly confronted with thefact that now-a-<lays ,t is a very easy thing for a num-ber of people who have ,„n,e particulaf fixd ide"to get together and to „rgani^e themselves in a fasld™

«_^..ch w,ll enable .hem to exercise an influence overan onhnary representative bo<ly va.stly out of pro-portion to the,r real strength. Let us suppose '^Z

T:T: ""
"V;'™^""-'

°' -"- P»rtieula'r fad oIdea have suc-cee.le<l m securing in 40 or SO eonstitu-ences, say a solid vote of 200 or SOO. I need not tellany man of experience rf politics how little dispost-dhon. gen Icmen in the lower Chamber would be torun the nsk of losing 200 or 300 votes on almost a,

;

bl a l^r
'°"r """ '*''^'' '""^'<'<"' «'"'y "<« ableby a httle timely concession to avert the danger.

WHEN WRTIES .\RE CLOSELY BALANCED
I may add-and I think tl.o,se hon. gentlemen whohave had seats in the lower Chamber w'^ill be d ^^dto endorse my remarks-that not only are theseTngers considerably increased at all periods when parties

[5]
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are closely balanced and on the eve of a general
election, but that there have been occasions, let me
say It with all respect, when the vote of the House
of Commons has not absolutely reflected the true sen-
timent of the House of Commons in just such cases as I
have alluded to. For myself, I have sometimes thought
that for the guidance of the Senate it would have been
a very good thing if we were able to insist that in cer-
tain cases the House of Commons should vote twice
once by ballot, to give a chance of knowing what they
really thought, and once openly for record for their
constituents. I am afraid that there is an amount of
truth m the suggestion thrown out by my hon friend
who preceded me, that such things have been known
as the Commons thinking one way and voting in an-
other They have been known, I am not going to
say how often I have know them; but such things
have been known as the House of Commons passing a
Bill in the devout and fervent hope that the Senate
would kiU ,t. Nevertheless I admit that this is but a
negative value at the best. It is not unimportant.
It IS not by any manner of means a trifling thing
when I say that the value of a Senate is not
only m what the Senate does, but in what the
Senate prevents other people from doing. There are
such things as potential checks. Under certain cir-
cumstances these potential checks may come to have
very great value, and there is no doubt whatever that
the Senate, properly constituted, is the body to apply
them. Then there is another and somewhat more
delicate matter. Our Senate, as constituted, allows
for the recognition in the body politic of certain classes

[6]



who from various causes have not beer, able to obtain
proper recognition on the floor of the House of Com-
mons.

CATHOl.K
' REPRESENTATION

In my own province of Ontario, I am bound to
say that m the whole course of my long political ex-
perience I have felt it as ,nore or less a reproach to the
provmce and to my fellow-countrymen therein, that
the Catholic element in Ontario never did receive full
recognition or representation on the floor of the House
of Commons. In Ontario to-day there are about
400,000 Roman Catholics, good subjects of His Ma-
jesty: nevertheless, although they comprise from one-
hfth o one-sixth part of the whole population, there
are to-day on the floor of Parliament and they are
better represented in this Parliament than I have ever
known them to be before to the best of my recollection-
there are but seven men representing these 400 000
and two of these are gentlemen of French extraction'
who represent almost purely French constituencies'
Now that is not quite fair. It is only too true that
there are a great many constituencies in the province
of Ontario in which party managers on both sides
will tell you there is no use in running Roman Catholic
candidates. That is not the fault of the leaders on
either side. For very good and excellent reasons, the
leaders on both sides would be exceedingly glad to
see an adequate representation of this important ele-
ment. Let us compare the case of the province of
Quebec. In Quebec they are just one-eighth Protes-
tants to seven-eighths Catholics. These one-eighth
Protestants return. I find, twelve members out of the

[7]
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s.xty.five „ Cher words, in Quebec one-eighth ofthe population arc able to return nearly one-fif h "fthe representation; in Ontario from one-fifth to one-s.xth re am one-twelfth to one-thirteenth of the rep-
re,entet,on. Here the Senate comes in, as proviZa useful method of adjusting the inequality that pre!

u±i,, r •""• ^"''^""'" knows that fhere is'^^

ZZl" .r-
"""^^"^ ""y ''°* ^i<i«. that the Catho-

I.C party m the provmce of Ontario shall be adequately
represented m the Senate at least, and they are ad^quately represents among the twenty-four senatorwhom we are entitled to have on the floor „?hS
one. First of all we have to put to ourselves thequestion, does the Senate need to be refori^e^ and
rf you answer that in the affirmative, then Cjs "hesecond question, what is the best method of doing it ?

SENATE REQL;ilES TO BE REFORMED
As regards the Liberal party, I say that the Liberalparty ought to have no doubt at all that the tnlterequires to be reformed, and least of all those me^

inTh *'' i'^"" P'"'^ ""o "''P'-'"' 'o hold offi«

to mpAs .T "'' V'' *"" '""" '«»« do-to 1901. As It happens the Liberal party have beenm possession of office, since Confederation, fo7^me

».th a hostile partisan majority in -V Senate andm my judgment, although I admit t. .s a matte' of^sputo veiy considerable injuiy to , ,„blie fnt e^rraulted therefrom. What did we find when we tookoffice ten years ago? And here I want the eanS
[8]
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M6 I "'"'^"''" *d we find the ^tuation in

. .'• "'^ "e ™me into office with a decisive ma

Sena^ ?h''
«'P'«=™'««ves from Ontario in the

sidet; J"*
"" one gentleman, my hon. friend be-sde me to represent the Liberal party, which, duringall that fme had had at least half the votes in th!

their* V r"" ™"*'"y- *» "^P''^"" "' «mongthe iwentyfour from that province^ne Liberal oufof twenty-four m 1896. He represented the LiberJparty here from the province of Quebec, and myTonnend from Halifax will correct me if I amT^^'m saymg that he and he alone stood for the LibeS'par^ m the province of Nova Scotia.

.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I think the hon. gentleman
« mistaken regarding Quebec. There were oAe"
they""

^'^"^K"^ CARTWRIGHT-wt were

(i:"MfThSa'ur^^ -""• '^-^ "-'" -
Hon. Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT-I should be

* H '7. ^Z '""""' """'<» »«"'« ^ybody elseHon. Mr. THIBAUDEAU (Rigaud)-There weretwo^ the Hon. Mr. Pelletier and myilf
'»*""«'*

Hon. Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT-Two outof twenty-four: two in Quebec and one in Onlano Iaccept the correction, and much good may it d" andI call the attention of the hon. g^nUeman on Ih; odposite side to this phase of the question: theret th^trongest probability, if the Liberal gover^me^t issustamed at the next general election, !s itTdmo^I
[9]



certain the Liberal government will be, that the position
will be exactly reversed, and the Conservative partym Ontario will find themselves, perhaps, representing
half the population in Ontario, with one or. it may be
two members out of the twenty-four, and the same thing
will be very apt to occur in Quebec
Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Then a lot of them will have

to die.

Hon. Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT-We know
what happened in the eighteen years during which the
gentlemen on the opposite side were in power. I am
applying the same rule of proportion. I do not want
to get rid of my hon. friends—not a bit of it Mv
position is very different. My position is that it is
highly desirable that both the great parties should have
a fair representation on the floor of the Senate. But
what I want to point out is that a thoroughly false posi-
tion had arisen in 1896 as affecting the Liberal party
that a thoroughly false position will arise in all prob-
ability in the course of half a dozen years affecting
the position of the Conservative party in turn in thil
Chamber.

THWARTING THE PEOPLES WILL
Nevertheless, this is clear, that under those con-

ditions It IS quite possible that an irresponsible bodv
on the floor of the Senate, and it is no matter, for
the purpose of my argument whether they be Liberal
or Conservative, may, for a long number of years, have
power to thwart the will of the people, no matter how
distinctly expressed, and, in certain conditions, that
circumstance may be very hurtful to the public interest
As a matter of fact, that has happened. That may

[10]



recur, and, m my judgment, it is not the part of states-
men; ,t IS not the part of prudent or rational men to
allow that condition to recur if we can help it \s Ihave already said, I am a young senator, and* the
House will perhaps, pardon n-e for vent.iring to hint
what would be, in my opinion, the sort of i,leal Senatewe should a.m at securing. You may say if vou choose
that this IS a counsel of perfection. But, at the same
time, I think it is as well for us to have an ideal to whichwe could direct ourselves, and aim to bring about The
Senate, as I would like to see it constituted, would
be a Senate that should represent both parties fairly
and m due proportion. With that point 1 will deal
hereafter. It should also have within its ranks a
laige percentage of men of long experience in public
affairs, more especially in Dominion affairs. It should
be brought into touch with the people, and, if it could
be managed, as in England and some other countries.
I think It would be greatly benefited by having a sub-
stantial legal element incorporated with it, or attached to
It. rhere are two very notable Senates which have
exised at various times and in various quarters of the
world both of which have exercised enormous influence
over the affairs of their respective countries-for that
matter, over the affairs of the world. One of these

\!!^i^^a'*^^
'^^' •' *'*^ ^""^*^ °^ «^^ Rome, and the

other the Senate of the United States of North America
Under the first, in the course of five centuries a mere
Italian municipality grew and flourished until it became
the mistress of the whole known civilized world, until
the Mediterranean was simply a Roman lake, and
until It was almost true that outside of the Roman
empire there was no civilization at all.

-»WT -XJ



THE ROMAN SENATE

«»!!',•' ^"'t' *" """y^y "ho has paid any

Its best days, for the most part, of men nf oJn
sular rank, great administrato'rs. 'and

" ""-'

als, men who had led armies and men whfha^governed provinces, and it had in its mnkl also alarge number of great jurists. That was one t™ ofSenate and, or the pur,H,se it was intended to s^Te 1good and use ul type of Senate, too. Now, in the }ZmStates as .1 gentlemen who have paid any atten ,^to the-r affairs know, the Senate has beeome an eTtamely powerful bo,ly. The Senate of t"e UnitedStates ,s to-day, I believe, by far the most powerfulbody m the United States, far more powerful Cthe
pSe^i^L^risTptero^"^''"' "•'" ^'
Wt, In many ctes thl uEtirSri

't^

dtrt iZ '" ''-'" °"" '^""- That Senate!aesp,te ,ts immense power, has certain formidabledefects, upon which I do not feel called to enl"! atthe present moment, and it is not a Senate wS tsuitable to us. It is not a Senate which wouirmatchwith our constitution, nor is there any prospect o"a^vlikelihood of surh a '^ no*^ k •
j'^^a^'cti or any

this count,^
' ^ '"""« '""' '""•»'l"eed into

Here I might pause to say that my idea of an ideal

tne will of the people, but a Senate that should be atpams to ascertain the true.calm, deliberate,wenrasoni

wheel, in the machinery, but you may have with greaf

•i'-^-^'^^s;
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'^

and .t ,s this last article I would aim at providingthrough the agency of the Senate.
*

SOME THOUGHTS FOR CONSIDEIUTION

«m"^? ^ T'"^
'^^"^"'"^ ^ ^^-^ ^^-o^g'**" ^or con-

nects r't "V"' ;:"'
*'^ absolute fundamentalnecesuy to make the Senate what it ought tobe. ,s plamly that there should be in it a fair

proportionate representation of both the great partiesor of all part.es, and that it should be brougit

deal w^I^ th ' '"k-""''
"•*' *''*- ^'^"f*'^- '-*- ' ^^^alideal with the subject more extensively. In the next

P^ace .t needs to have among it a large percentage oexperienced men of affairs, and notably of men of ex-perience m the public affairs of this Dominion. Thirdly
It IS absolutely necessaiy, if the Senate is to do justiceto Itself or to justify its own existence, that the Lnateshould have certain special work assigned to it. a mucharger proportion of such work than Tt present anTupto the present has ever been given to it In the nextplace the SenateoughttohaveLre positive powerth^^^^^

powerrtLrbT" ^^^«-*'-"y' ^ g-'t you, the

rZ A-
*^'\**«^y •« ^^'T great; theoretically it isa co-^ordinate branch of the legislature. Theoreticallywe have power to refuse supplies; theoretically wehave power to refuse to pass any bills sent to us

Theoretically we can do a great many things Inreality, our practical power is decidedly too little, andI will propose at the proper place and time to en arge

In LeTlT^'r ^r^-*-%' - the question ofan age limit has been brought up, I shall give my poorthoughts on that subject. First of all. I am of opinion

[13]
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that thf age limit, if amended at all, ought to be amended
at both ends. I consider thirty years too young for
anybody to be placed in the re<l Chamber, although
the constitution j)ormits of that being done. Here I
may say that I fully endorse the views of njy hon.
friend that the rights of the existing .senators mu.st be
respected now as they were resjiected in 185fi. I
think it would be outrageous to attempt to deprive
men of the position they enjoy under a patent from
the crown, but although I would not at all attempt to
mterfere with the life membership of the existing
members of the Senate, I think, when the.se gentlemen
have passed away, you might very well do one of two
things, either introduce an age limit, or obtain the same
result by appointing men for a certain term. It ought
to be a long term, how long perhaps is a difficult matter
to decide.

TERM OF TWELVE YEARS

I would suggest, for consideration only, such a
term as about twelve years. As to the question
of appomting men of experience to such a position,
to which point I confess I attach a very considerable
amount of importance, that, I think, had best be done
m some such fashion as this, whether they be elected
or nominated, or partly elected and partly nominated.
That is a detail we can discuss later. In any event, I
think that at least one-third of the members of the Senate
ought to be selected from trained and experienced
men, first of all from cabinet ministers of several years'
standing; next from lieutenant-governors and premiers
of provinces, or from judges of the higher courts, or
if all these sources of supply fail, you might have re-

[14]
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course to the meruhns of the House of Commotis of u
reasonably lon^r term of years* service, twelve „r fifteen
as the ease might be. Again. I suggest that they should
be remforee<l with a special legal element who eouhl
supply them with the expert knowledge whirh is al-
most necessary that such a body should have at handm passmg upon the various measures submitted to them.
But. above all thijigs. if we <lesire to have a Senate
which will con.numd the respect and confidence of the
people, the Senate shouUI have sfiecial work to do.
Now that is a knotty and complicated (piestion. The
constitution does not allow us to deal with money Bills,
nor is it likely we shall ever obtain that power. ThJ
best mode is the mode .suggested before uid which has
also occurred to me, and that is this: j ,t as the Senate
has practically absolute control and jurisdiction over
all questions of divorce which nmst originate iti this
Chamber, so I would make it imperative, if not by law
at all events by practice, and we could easily devise
means of insuring that this should be done, that the
great bulk at any rate, if not the whole body of private
legislation, should be compelled to originate in the
Senate.

HOUSE OF COMMONS SHOULD BE RELIEVED
I believe it would be better done, and that the

House of Commons would be glad to be relieved of a
great deal of the work now thrown on them That
of Itself would effectually solve the problem of providing
ample employment for the gentlemen who may be now
or hereafter se' ^cted to fill the Senate. As to a ques
tion which has been raised, and, as to which, perhaps,
I should hardly, being myself partly responsible, say
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too much of our being compelled to consider legisla-
tion too hastily, and as to the impropriety of having a
great number of Bills thrown on us at very short
notice without a chance of properly and fairly deliber-
ating upon them, I have a suggestion to make. I

would propose an innovation or two. I am not aware
that this innovation has been proposed heretofore,
but 1 think on calm consideration, not a few of the elder
members at any rate will agree with me that it is an
innovation which might well be considered. The
Senate has already amjile power to reject any measure
sent to it. Now, for various reasons, that is a power
which is rarely exercised, and especially is it likely to
be rarely exercised in the case of Bills w.iich have
occupied the attention of the House of Commons for
a very long time.

It is felt, and naturally and reasonably felt, that
after the Hou.se of Commons have debated a Bill for
many weeks, or perhaps for months, and sent it up to
us, even at a late period of the session, that it woukl be
discourteous and unreasonable for us summarily to
reject it because we did not have sufficient time to
consider it. Moreover people might say to us, it is

your own fai. ', you could have kept the Bill and con-
sidered it at your leisure.

SUSPENSORY POWER SUGGESTED

We know that practically that would hardly ever
be done, at least at the end of a long sess* >

,

and the suggestion I make in that respect wouid
be this: I would be disposed to allow the Senate to
exercise, in addition to the power of rejection which
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it always must have, a suspensory power—that is
to say: if Bills of iinfM)rtance are brought to us at
such a period that they cannot be fairly considered,
special provision might be made under which the
Senate could sus|>end until the next session the con-
sideration of these Bills, with this proviso, that these
Bills having once passed the House of Commons should
not be returneil to them, but should be taken up in the
next session just as if they had then passed that House.
That would enable us to exercise a considerable prac-
tical influence over legislation, and would not imfxise
upon us the necessity of rendering useless the labours
bestowed ufion these measures by the Commons, which
most of us would feel very loath to do. Per contra,
and this is a matter which requ; some considera-
tion I admit, if we took these po- ers to ourselves, I
would be disposed to recommend that the House of
Commons should likewise take a little additional power
to itself: and that after the House of Commons, on
three successive occasions, saw fit to pass any par
ticular measure, the Senate must then, as a matter
course, permit that Bill to become law. In otht
words, I would limit the powers of the Senate to a
power of sus|>ension for a period of not exceeding
two years. These suggestions I make for consideration
and for consideration only. As I have said, my view
of the position of the Senate is that it is here not to
thwart the will of the people, but to ascertain the
will of the people. Now the House of Commons,
for various reasons which I have hinted at, does not
always express the will of the people, and there is

another reason which has not been dwelt upon much,
but it is not without importance. When the House of
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Commons is first elected fresh from the people,
most undoubtedly the House of Commons does cor-
rectly represent the people.

WHEN TRUE REPRESENTATION CEASES

But when the House of Commons has sat two,
three or four years, from natural physical causes.
It hos ceased to a great extent to represent the people.
In that interval a large proportion of the original voters
have died and a very much larger proportion of new
votes have come forward, and therefore there is nothing
unreasonable in suggesting that a body such as the
Senate would be, if constituted as I have ventured
to suggest, should have the power of delaying legisla-
tion until it shou'd be ascertained whether it really
represented the deliberate will of the people of Canada.

I approach now the chiefest an<l hardest task of all,

and that is the task of determining how we should
bring the Senate into touch with the people of Canada;
how we should best act to remove the partisan com-
plexion which the Senate had, has, and will have,
under the prerent system of nomination—how we can
obtain a proper proportionate representation for each
party. I may add that if the Senate is to have real
power entrusted to it, we may depend upon this, that
in some form or shape, either directly or indirectly,
that power will have to be derived from the people!
I myself remember })ei-fectly well when we tried in
1856 the method of direct contact with the people on
behalf of the legishitive council of the two Canadas.
I saw that put into operation, and it did not impress
me very favourably. For one thing, it brings about
rather more elections than we want, and my conviction
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IS that we have too many elections as it is But
independently of that, I found, and I think those who
remember the condition of things at that time will
corroborate my statement, that these elections of
senators directly representing four or five constitu-
encies together, were apt to be frightfully costly and
tended to create, as in the case of other senatorial
bodies, a mere plutocracy, by no means as likely to
represent properly the popular element as some i)eo-
ple might suppose or desire. I do not think that is
an imaginary danger, but, in any case, I think there
IS a far better way open to us in that regard; and here
1 will ask the intlulgence of the House if I digress
although only apparently digress, from the considera-
tion of the best way of electing the Senate, to a brief
consideration of the representative system under which
we at present live and move. And again I say. that
here, as elsewhere, I speak for myself alone.

SYSTEM OF REPRESENTATION IS FAULTY
I have long been convinced that our present system

of representation is radically faulty, that in some im-
portant respects it is not merely vicious in theory, but
vicious m practice. I want it to be distinctly and
clearly understood that I am the last man to dispute
the right of the majority to rule, nor do I desire in the
slightest degree to dispute the consequent right of the
majority to a majority of the representatives: but I do
dispute the right of the majority to arrogate to itself
an unfair proportion of the representatives of the
people. I will illustrate my position. Let me sup-
pose that one side controls 100,000 voters, and the
other side control 90,000, and that there are 190 repre-
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sentatives to be elected. It is perfectly just and right
It appears to me, that 100,000 voters should return'
100 representatives, and that those who control 90,000
should return 90 representatives; but it is not fair
that those who control 100,000 voters should return
150 representatives, and that those who control 90 000
should return but 40. Yet that is what I have seen;
that IS what our system tends to; that is what has'
occurred again and again, and will occur again and
again under the system under which we are at present
working. I know the common argument perfectly
well, that it is as fair for one side as the other, that
each has its chance in turn. This is true, and Jl'is all
the worse. Each side in turn obtains more power
than it ought to have; each side is tempted to abuse
it; possibly each side does abuse it; and I may add
that this system offers, as no other system does, a steady
and perpetual premium to gerrymander and corruption.
I propose to make good my words.

THE ONTARIO GERRYMANDER
I have here an interesting statement to which I direct

the especial attention of hon. gentlemen on both sides,
showing the operation of a certain gerrymander which
took place nearly a quarter of a century ago in the
province of Ontario:

Stetement showing the total Liberal and the total Conserva-
tive vote in the Province of Ontario in the Commons General
Elections for the years 1882, 1887, 1891, 1896 and 1900.

Total Vote •- •

Liberal

131,618

170,371

179,451

Year

1882

1887

1891

1896

1900
185,415

193,417

Conservative

132,615

174,080

175,639

179,181

199,138

Majority
Per Cent.

Jof 1

1

1

nearly 2

1*
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Liberal Conservative

37 55
40

A
48

37
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48
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In 1882 the total vote in Ontario stood as follows-
Liberals, 131,618; Conservatives. 132.615. You will
observe that the two parties were as nearly as possible
absolutely balanced. The total difference betweenthem was just one-third of one per cent. How didthey come out on the floor of Parliament under the
operation of the remarkable Act to which I have re-
ferred.^ The 131,618 Liberals returned 37 repre-
sentatives; the 132,615 Conservatives returned 55
representatives. In other words, while it required
3,556 Liberal votes to elect a representative to Par-
liament, 2,411 Conservative votes could do the same

Hon Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT-My hon
friend from Halifax. I dare say, will enlighten theHouse on that question. I do not think Nova Scotia
had any Gerrymander Act. For the present I am
concerned with Ontario, and with Ontario alone. In
1887 there were 170.371 Liberal votes and 174,080
Conservative votes. The total difference was barely
one per cent.; one side having 49^ per cent, of the
votes and the other 50^ per cent. Under these cir-
cumstances, the Liberals had 40 representatives, and
the Conservatives 52. In 1891. and I call the special
attention of the House to this remarkable fact, the
Liberal party polled 179,451 votes, the Conservative
party polled 175,639 votes; that is to say, the position
was exactly reversed. In 1887 the Conservatives had
a majority of 4,000; in 1891 the Liberals had a ma-
jority of 4,000. In 1887 the Conservatives, by virtue
of a majority of 4,000, had a majority of twelve rep-
resentatives on the floor of Parliament; in 1891 the
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Liberals with a clear majority of 4,000 had 44 repre-
sentatives, as against 48 Conservatives. They could
not even divide the representation. The nearest they
could come was minus 4—a difference of 16. In 1896
there is a difficulty because, for reasons very well
known to some hon. gentlemen, the Conservative
party were considerably mixed up about that time
In 1896, leaving out the independents, the vote stood-
185,415 Liberals, 179,181 Conservatives; nearly 2
per cent. However, there were 48 Liberals to 44
Conservatives, but when we come to 1900, the gerry-
mander still remaining undisturbed, there were 193 -

417 Liberals to 199,138 Conservatives, and the Lib-
erals had 37 against the Conservatives 55.

THE FAR-REACHING EFFECTS
Now I invit-^ the careful and earnest attention of

every man in this Chamber and elsewhere who cares to
see parliamentary government established on a firm
basis, to that statement, and for two reasons- first
these figures I have given, if they are correct-and to
the best of my knowledge they are perfectly correct-
show conclusively two things: they show the enor-
mous and far-reaching effects which a Gerrymander
Act may have, and likewise they show a still more
important thing, the extraordinary tenacity, and the
extraordinary loyalty with which the great bulk of
the voters, throughout the province of Ontario at any
rate, adhere to their respective parties. I desire the
House to consider what that Act meant. Here for
two and twenty years, during five general elections,
the great province of Ontario, the leading province
of this Dominion, was never represented honestly on
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the floor of Parl,ament-not once .l„ri„K th»t whole
«« years. I will tell ,he House what I |,„ve seln inconnechon w,lh this same gerryman.ler. I'n.ler ?,refence of „.l<li„g ,„„, constituencies. I ha e t^'T;
const,tuenc,es cut, mutilated, n.angle,! a„,l l,c,levil«|to produce the ,^»ults which 1 have alluded to. Ouof 35 r,d.„Ks ,„ which there was, collectively, a smaHConservative majority, the «.pre.,entation was s^ ad

ir::'
'".'

/'^
-•"

r
P"'-—"« was 3« Co„ser^.alive^ to ., Liberal,. I have .seen two groups of 24const,tue„c,es each, in different portions of the prov

them the Ld)erals ha,l a majority all over the 24 of

t v«, „,;a nst 18 Conservatives: while at the ither ex-tremity the Conservative, having a majority of pre-cise y t, same number the Liberals obtained eitC
* or 5. I am not c|u,te certain which, and the Conserv-
atives 18 or 19. In tl,e,,c ,.ight and forty ri.l ng,he vote between the two parties, ha.l it been ™lIecW
together was almost e<|ual. Vet the parliamentary
representation stood 10 or 11 to 36 or 37. I would

with hat map without regard to county or municipal
boundaries. I coul.l at one and the same time producea .set of constituencies which would have a numeS
Z" 'ha,';" "T '"' "'"'"' ""' "- """ "f W "-
lion than we have at present, and yet 1 ,.„„|, cause« per cent, of the electors to return m per ecu ofthe representatives. As I have sai.l, the con.senuences
were very far-reaching. For a very long time a

oTtle^Tl'^r r"7''''
"-^ "'-'"tely'nipos.sibi:

for the Liberals to obtain anything like a fair repre-
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sentation, and during the interval from 1882 to 1896
there were numerous cases known to me in which, had
the Liberal party possessed their fair share of the
representation, the Conservative government would
have been swept out of existence time and time again.
Perhaps some day I may find time to write an essay
on the story of the great gerrymander. If I could
only persuade my hon. friend from Belleville to act
as collaborator, and append a few foot-notes, or bet-
ter still, if he would only write a little tract for the use
of Conservative kindergartens and Sunday Schools,
entitled "How we hived the Grits, and what they
thought about it,'' we would, between us, produce an
intensely interesting publication, and one which
would be appreciated by every practical politician as
well as by every philosophical student of history who
might desire in the future to know how we managed
things in the latter quarter of the nineteenth century
in this good country of Canada. Allow me to say
that that gerrymander, in some respects, has always
commanded my profound admiration as a real work
of art in its own line. I do not believe, short of an
Act of Parliament by which you would decree that
from that time forth three Conservative votes should
ever after be equal to five Liberal, you could have
done much better for the party than was done by
that gerrymander. And I may add, to do them justice,
that if they had only been allowed to put through
the Dominion Franchise Act as it was originally in-
troduced, that result would have been achieved by
slightly modified means.
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THE EVILS WHICH MIGHT RE-OBTAIN

Now sir I say that under those circumstances, ifthe facts which I have stated cannot be contravened.

of IIa } " ."° ^°"^* whatever as to the truth
of the deduction which I draw, that our representative
system offers a tremendous premium to gerrymander
recurnng, mark you, eveiy ten years, when the census
IS taken and the representation has to be readjusted

I repeat that if these facts are correct, there can beno sort of doubt that it is a veiy defective system ona very important point. I should be very sorry, in-
deed, to see a Liberal government have recourse to
that means of keeping themselves in power, but even
l^iberals are human beings. Even Liberals are frail,and I could conceive a contingency in which a hard-
pressed Liberal premier with a very small majority,
and with veiy difficult questions to grapple with,
might be pressed by his own followers into treating
hon. gentlemen opposite to a dose of their own medi-
cine. And I may add that in so far as they are con-
cerned, they would have very little cause to complain,
whatever the public at large might have to say against
such a piece of manipulation on the part of the Liberal
party. I stated also that in addition to offering apremium to gerrymander, this system offers a veiy
decided premium to corrupt practices. T repeat, that
under our present system, as I have said, I believe,and I am glad to testify, that I think the great bulk
of the electorate of Canada are perfectly honest and
faithful to their political convictions. But, as at
present administered, you have a system under which,
whenever both parties are tolerably closely matched
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in any constituency, the practical decision of how
the representation will go is largely in the hands of
a loose floating class lying between the two. I do
not think that interferes very much with the actual
results of the election, because the temptation to fight
fire with fire is very great, and nine times out of ten
the loose vote is divided between the two parties. But
I do say that where one party cannot or will not re-
sort to the same means as the other, there is very little
doubt, I am sorry to say, how the election will go.

AN INHERENT DANGER
That is the danger which is inherent in the present

system, and it involves divers consequences, both
moral and political, gravely affecting our whole polit-
ical system, to which I have not time now to do more
than allude, but which need very serious considera-
tion. It has always struck me as a very curious cir-
cumstance, that when anybody proposes to remedy
these defects he is met with the cry that it is a very
desirable thing no doubt, but that it is not possible
to remedy them, that we have to go on as we have
gone on in this same fashion, and that we cannot
carry out a representative system properly on any
other lines. It is a very curious fact that both in this
House and in the House of Commons, for many years,
this problem of giving fair proportionate representa-
tion to both parties has been solved in the easiest way
and without the slightest difficulty. Never in the
forty years and more that I have sat in Parliament,
have I known a minority in the lower House—and I
presume the same condition exists here—to be denied
its perfectly fair representation in all the committees
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representation. I use the word proportionate be-
cause the common phrase of representation of minor-
ities conveys a wholly false meaning, and an entirely
false interpretation is put upon it. I do not desire to
give the minority any more representation than they
ought to possess, but 1 do desire to see that the minor-
ities, whether Conservative or Liberal, should be repre-
sented here and elsewhere in proportion to their real,

genuine strength. So far this question has been
usually left to the politicians and I am sorry to say
that your average practical politician is a very difficult

animal to deal with, and here again I may remark
that I do not speak of Conservatives or Liberals in
this respect one more than the other. As a rule,

however, your ordinary politician is about the most
inveterate opponent I have ever come across of any
innovation or any alteration in the machinery to which
he is used. It seems to be a prime article of his creed
that he prefers the devil he knows to the devil he does
not know, or, to put it in other language, he prefers
to bear the ills he does know rather than fly to others
of which he does not know.

A REASONABLE VIEW

There is a reasonable side to this: there is no
doubt if you introduce a new and hitherto un-
tried factor in our political life you may produce
results which none of us, perhaps, expect or de-
sire; but if it be based on principles which con-
form with the principles of justice and fair play, 1,
for one, am perfectly prepared to take the risks
and I advise my countrymen to do the same. The
fact is that these worthy gentlemen to whom I have
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OTHKH WAYS OF INFLUENCING PUBLir
OPINION

One thing 1 know, und onr thing 1 will say

to tin cTPilit of the coninnmity, unti that is that

valuahlo as organization is, an<l vahiahic as money
is to political parties, there are other things and
other ways of inflnenring public opinion, which
tell far more after it all is saiti and done than
either money or organization, and that if you could only

contrive to appeal to the peo[)le and to thoroughly

satisfy them of the integrity of your intentions, they

have shown again and again they are able to sweep
aside all the obstacles which may be interpose*! be-

tween the declaration of their will and the proper carry-

ing of it into effect through the medium of their rep-

resentatives.

Now, these are not things to be spoken lightly of;

they are things I would not say lightly. What I say,

I say after Laving had some forty-three years' experi-

ence in public life, ten as a private member, fifteen as

a member of the government anri eighteen as one of

the leaders of an opposition, and, I may adfl, 1 have
this claim to speak with some knowledge, that in

my time I have put in fifteen separate elections for my
own single individual share. These things have made
me realize the situation. I must say that I do not be-

lieve the system has improved. I do not think the

system will improve. As I have said, I believe it is

radically faulty and needs to be reformed from the

bottom up. 1 do not deny there have been certain

superficial ameliorations, some of them by no means
unimportant, but they do not go to the root of the matter

and cannot go to the root of the matter until you
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rov,He M,.nu. nu.ans. „.s 1 hav. sai.l, wJu-rchv hniU ,,..,-
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"H-nt, ami „. .h.e proportion to their n.,..I.ers W
nation.

( ana<la w.ll soon have to deal with a ifreat."any vejy co„.plieate.l .p.estions. I know that n . , y«< vanced pol.tieal thinkers agree substantially i|^v.ew wineh I have presente<l to you, and this hriuK-s neback to the pomt n.ore particularly in han.l.
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the mgeniny „f ,„„„ ,|„,s„|, „r that ever eoul.l I,,.
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«ggerates Itself, makes good „, despair of the tate

own profit. If you will analyze with care the vote cast
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at any general election you will almost always find the
victors under our system have too much power, though
sometimes it favors one party, sometimes another.

But I contend that the system in itself is wrong. I

do not advise any very immediate change. I know
well enough that in all English-speaking communities
you must move step by step, and one of the very
best features in the British constitution and, I think,

in ours, which is partly derived from it, is that it is a
system of gradual growth and not one of sudden,
violent change. My idea is that we should begin at

the electiim of the Senate. Later on, if things prove
successfu' with us, we might grapple with the Commons.
I feel m. doubt that the principle once understood
would make good way.

WOULD PRODUCE A DEADLOCK

I know some hon. gentleman would say that these
things would produce a deadlock, and that the King's
government must be carried on. I know too that
this is an innovation which would involve many con-
sequences, not always readily foreseen, but I contend
that, innovation or not, it is founded on principles of
truth and equity, and it will commend itself to all who
give it a fair consideration. 1 say that I believe these
results will flow from it: I believe that you would have
purer elections; that you would have a higher tone
in Parliament; that a better class of men, with no
disparagement to the occupants of the benches in this

Chamber or elsewhere, would find entrance to Parlia-
ment; that governments would be held in due check,
and that the evils of the party system would be, to a
great extent, done away with; and, in one word, that
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of the three. 1 think it would be well perhaps, inas-

much as we are likely to increase our numbers very

shortly, that the number of elective senators might be

reduced to forty-eight: that is to say twelve for each

group. Twelve for Ontario, twelve for Quebec, twelve

for the Maritime provinces collectively, and twelve

for the Northwest provinces collectively; and to pro-

vide against deadlock, and for other reasons, I think

that the government might very well be given power

to appoint a third of the whole number, which would

make seventy-two in all when the present incumbents

had departed, such third to be chosen from the ranks

of those classes whom I have described above as best

fitted to supply senators to tiie Dominion. The term

I suggest would be twelve years.

AN IDKAL I.KGISLATIVE BODY

Could this be done you would have, when that was

carried out, a Senate containing a very reasonuy>le

proportion of men of long experience in public

affairs; you would have a Senate assigned a (i< finite

work; you would have a Senate armed with power

which they could fairly use and which it is probable

they would use; a Senate reinforced with due legal

advisers, a Senate which would accurately represent

both parties; a Senate which would derive authority

from that fact, and from the fact that the bulk of its

members were elected by the people through their

local legislatures. I say that such a body could do

very good service to the state. We have ha<l forty

years' trial of the existing method. It seems to me
that the defects of the Senate to which I have alluded

are defects which no thoughtful man can ignore.
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TARTY GOVERNMENT ON TRIAL

rs-

What Prince Albert really meant was—and it is

an opinion with which a good many other thinkers

agree—that party government at the time was

on its trial, and was not coming out too well

from the ordeal. But men are very apt to mis-

understand any general dictum of that kind. Take,

for instance. Dr. Johnson's famous statement that

politics was the last resort of scoundrels. This

is commonly interpreted to imply that Dr. John-

son said that all politicians were scoundrels. He
never said that. He did not say all politicians were

scoundrels, and he knew better. It is as true of poli-

tics as of religion, that it is one of the noblest of voca-

tions, and one of the Meanest of trades. There is

no one who des^n'es or ought to receive more respect

or esteem from his fellow-countrymen than the man,

on whatever side of politics he may be, who gives

freely of his time and means to promote the interests

of the country, if he believes his party is working for

the interests of his country. And, on the other hand,

I know quite well that there are no men, however

great their ability and talents may be, who are greater

enemies of the state than the men who go into politics

for what they can make out of it. I have known many
men of both sorts on both sides. I have seen in my
time a very considerable amount of baseness in poli-

tics, and I have seen a great deal of true nobility. I

have seen much greed and self-seeking, and I am
bound to say that I have also seen a very great deal

of loyalty and sincere devotion to party and country,

and I do not despair in the slightest degree because
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be solved, if not in this way, still in some similar way.
I invite the attention of my hon. friends here and
elsewhere, and my friends throughout the country, to

the best method of settling this vexed question, and,

if it be solved by us, then I say that Canada once more
will be able to say, as Kipling put it not very long ago

:

They that are wise may follow

Ere the world's war trumpet blows;

But I—I am first in the battle.

Quoth our Lady of the Snows.
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